BEFORE THE COUNCIL OF THE CITY OF NEW ORLEANS

RE: 2018 TRIENNIAL INTEGRATED
RESOURCE PLAN OF ENTERGY
NEW ORLEANS, INC.

DOCKET UD-17-03

The Alliance for Affordable Energy’s comments on Optimal’s preliminary Demand Side
Management Potential Study Results

The Alliance appreciates this opportunity to provide feedback and comments at this stage
of Optimal’s Demand Side Management (DSM) Potential study. Thus far, we are pleased to see
robust results as a result of thoughtful study development, including input from local
practitioners. Many of our preliminary thoughts on the first round of data and results are related
to how Optimal’s information will be incorporated into the optimization modeling, and how it
will be treated by the utility in comparison to Entergy’s own DSM study. While we have not
seen any results from Entergy’s (Navigant) Integrated Resource Plan study, prior analysis by
Navigant was filed as an attachment to Entergy New Orleans’ July 6, 2017 application for
approval for a peaking power plant1. From this prior work, we believe that there is a reasonable
expectation that Navigant’s study will provide differing results from The Council’s (Optimal’s)
Study. The Alliance is interested in how the Optimal interim results will inform Navigant’s
study. Finally, we are interested in how any differences between the two studies may be
reconciled. Comments and questions related to the appropriate integration and handling of the
different potential studies are directed to both Optimal and the Council’s Advisors.
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July 6, 2017, Supplemental and Amending Application of Entergy New Orleans, Inc. for
Approval to Construct New Orleans Power Station and Request for Cost Recovery and Timely
Relief; Council Docket UD-16-02.
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In addition, the Alliance expects some of the information requested here will be provided
in the next set of Optimal’s deliverables. We understand there are practical reasons this
information has not yet been provided.

Recommendations:
1) For the development of final inputs to the IRP, historically, three levels of DSM
programs are provided, based on varying assumptions. The Alliance recommends,
alongside the existing 100% incentive level “max achievable” that is described in the
materials provided thus far, that two additional levels be modeled. An incentive level
that provides 50% of the cost of the measure (with the exception of low income
incentives which would remain at 100%), and one level that follows the Council’s
efficiency target schedule that reaches 2% energy savings by increasing 0.2%
annually, including program composition to reach the target.

2) While it is understood that New Orleans has particularly complex water utility issues,
it is not the only city with a water utility. We believe that transferable savings
estimates exist from these other jurisdictions that can be included in the Optimal
analysis as a proxy. For example, energy savings for the water treatment portion the
Sewer and Water Board’s responsibilities, from measures like water leakage
reduction. While it may be outside Optimal’s scope to robustly analyze the potential
savings for each of the three “arms” of the water utility (drinking water, sewerage,
and drainage), we also know there would be savings lost if this DSM study dismisses
the city’s largest energy user. There are individuals at the Sewerage and Water Board
with a mandate to look for improvements in the system like efficiency and
coordination with these departments would be of great value to every citizen. We are
not suggesting voluminous primary research be conducted, but some information
from other jurisdictional energy/water savings would be useful.
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3) The Alliance affirms, if there are particulars in the New Orleans Technical Resource
Manual (TRM) that Optimal believes are either not appropriate to use, or that give
rise to unusual results, that it is acceptable to put forward Optimal’s own
assumptions, with analysis and reasoning. The TRM is intended to be a “living
document” and is only in its first year of usage. We encourage and request that
Optimal identify whether and where they’ve made replacement suggestions or not,
and that they identify values in the TRM that potentially require closer examination.
For example, where the New Orleans TRM describes a baseline ground-water
temperature at 70 degrees or more, a data point which fully removes the viability of
certain water heating measures, the Alliance recommends Optimal provide a note in
the DSM study that highlights this detail.
4) During the Stakeholder meeting held in Council Chambers on July 13th, Optimal was
made aware that the existing Energy Smart program is currently receiving a
considerable amount of savings in the residential program with duct sealing measures,
while this program does not appear in Optimal’s preliminary results top 10 “savers”.
We recommend Optimal look at the Annual Evaluation, Measurement, and
Verification from the most recent Energy Smart program year to include valuable onthe ground information. In addition, a comparison of the measures that are deemed
top savers should be identified by Entergy and Aptim (the Energy Smart Third Party
Administrator) for evaluation for Program Year 9 (2019). Where there are
opportunities for significant savings in programs that may be currently underperforming, Energy Smart has an opportunity to be responsive to the analysis that is
being conducted in the IRP. We are not suggesting the entire program year 9 design
be eliminated in favor of Optimal/Navigant’s identified top 10 saving programs, but
where programs underachieve in relation to the Council’s targets, this information
may be valuable in providing both the utility and their TPA a path to meeting the
stated goals.
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5) The Alliance would like to highlight for the project team that a significant portion of
“major equipment” (HVAC systems, refrigerators, washer/dryers, dishwashers, hot
water heaters, etc.) in New Orleans homes were installed between 2006 and 2008 and
may be nearing the ends of their useful life. There is likely a substantial opportunity
for equipment replacement over the next 3-5 years.

Questions responsive to the preliminary Optimal/ ACEEE DSM potential study results,
provided on July 12, 2018
Provision of More Detailed Measure and Program Data.
•

•

•

Please provide full characterizations of all measures
o Optimal should provide their model’s input tabs or a version of their model,
though if demand response (DR) measures were not modeled in Optimal’s tool
those characterizations would need to be provided separately.
o Please describe how non-resource benefits were estimated and applied.
o For which measures were values other than those in the TRM used? For these
measures, why were different values used?
o For replace at failure (ROF)/lost opportunity measures, what were the
basis/source for the not complete factors, i.e., how, for each year, were the
percentage of units already meeting efficient measure criteria estimated?
Please provide details on the measure penetration and DR participation rates used in the
analysis
o Were the Delphi penetration rate estimates used directly by Optimal or further
modified? If so, how?
o How were DR measure penetrations and event participation rates modeled?
o How were measures grouped under the broader Adoption Curve Scenario?
o Provide assumed annual Residential and C&I new construction start data. Units
for Residential, with SF and MF data provided separately, and square footage
additions for C&I by building type.
Please provide cumulative and annual participation numbers (quantities), costs, and
savings outputs for each measure and Program
o Optimal could provide their model’s output tabs or a version of their model,
though if demand response (DR) measures were not modeled in Optimal’s tool,
these should be provided separately.
o Please provide residential and low-income program savings separately.
o Please provide DR costs and savings separately.

Integration/Comparison with Entergy Potential Assessment
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•
•
•

How will the results, including interim results, of the Optimal study be used to inform the
Entergy Potential Assessment?
Conversely, how will the results, including interim results, of the Entergy study be used
to inform the Optimal Potential Assessment?
How, if at all, will the Advisors reconcile differences in measure and program costs,
savings, non-resource benefits assumptions, and savings between the two studies?

Comments/Questions on Economic and Max Achievable Results (Excel file)
•
•
•
•
•
•

•

What does the Residential “ElecTotal” end use comprise?
What end use category includes Conservation Voltage Reduction (CVR)?
What end use category includes Residential lighting?
How were competing/overlapping measures treated?
Why does economic potential fall over time?
How were measures with BCRs of less than 1.0 treated? Were all such measures
excluded, or was some threshold of less than 1.0 used? Please provide a list of all
measures that were included in the analysis, but that were excluded from the estimate of
Economic potential.
For the maximum achievable results, were 100% incentives assumed for all measures?

Comments/Questions on Measure Level Information (Excel file)
Overall
• Why are no early retirement measures listed? Though, we note that there are some
Residential direct install lighting measures included.
• There do most (all?) Residential and C&I “(Heating)” measures have “n/a” in the TRC
and $/kWh columns, but the “(Cooling)” version of these measures have values in these
two columns? Are the combined heating and cooling BCRs and $/kWh just listed for the
“(Cooling)” measures?
• How, if at all, were differences in operating hours and costs addressed by building type,
e.g., schools vs. hospitals and single family vs. multifamily?
• What assumptions were made as to which distribution lines would benefit from CVR, or
was it assumed that the average CVR savings fraction of 2% applied to all sales?
• Were baselines for measures always assumed to be code or the minimum federal
standard? For standards covered measures, there is almost always a distribution of
efficiencies above the federal minimum.
• What federal standards not currently in effect, were assumed to be effective over the
2018-2037 analysis timeframe?
• What was the assumed baseline for screw-in LEDs? Incandescent or halogen lamps, or
some blended average?
• How was the 2020 EISA general service lamp sales prohibition modeled? There are 2020
Residential LED measures with a two-year measure life and C&L measures with a 3.4year measure life? Is the latter some blended average as there is no install year specified
in the C&I screw-in LED measure name?
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•
•

•
•

•

•

•
•
•
•
•

Why is the Mini Split Ductless HP BCR so much lower for C&I (0.3) than for
Residential DMSHP (5.2-6.0)?
Were savings levels/efficiencies above ENERGY STAR considered? For example:
o Heat pump dryers have a considerably higher % savings than the 21% listed
Residential Measures
Were larger non-resource benefits assigned to low-income measures? If so, wouldn’t they
have higher TRC BCRs? Are any of the listed measures specific to low-income housing?
ASHP QI is the largest savings Residential measure, yet efficient ASHP does not make
the Residential top ten list of savings measures. Does QI ASHP comprise a new, efficient
ASHP with quality installation (QI)? Does QI include duct sealing?
The savings fraction for certain measures seem low:
o Central AC (19%) – what was the assumed efficient SEER?
o Duct sealing (5-10%) - was Aeroseal considered? Especially considering E/S
dependence on duct sealing.
o Efficient New Homes (35-37%) – What code and/or construction practices are
assumed as baseline? What heating/cooling/DHW systems and fuels are assumed
as baseline?
Conversely, some savings fractions seemed high:
o Water heater pipe insulation (60%).
o Water heater jacket (28%) – is this for existing or new water heaters?
C&I Measures
Were C&I LED troffers with integrated controls included? Is that the “Int Ltg Control”
measure?
How was the savings estimate of 21% for Industrial Process derived?
Were ROF/lost opportunity and direct install/retrofit lighting measures characterized
separately?
Was the cool roof savings (32%) applied equally to high rise and to low rise C&I
buildings?
How were water and waste water treatment savings modeled, including storm and flood
control measures?

Comments/Questions on Demand Response Materials
Overall
• See above re: measure characterizations and outputs
• Please describe how the Residential peak time rebates and critical peak pricing programs
would be implemented, i.e., what rate structures would be implemented.
• What Residential and C&L measures are assumed to be subject to direct load control
(DLC)? CAC, pool pumps, hot water equipment, etc.?
• Please provide a copy of the cited FERC national demand response study and the
Arcturus study on dynamic pricing study.
• Do the DR costs and BCRs assume any amount of co-delivery with efficiency program
activity? If not, why not?
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